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Open access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conference proceedings are notoriously hard to track down. The ideal conference proceedings is hosted at a stable website that collects every paper from every year of the conference. Papers have permanent URLs, for example DOIs. They can be found by search (including Google), and by browse, and there are no barriers to access: the papers are not only free of charge, but there's a Creative Commons license so they're free to share with others as well, making them truly open access.Not many conferences are like this.



Openly accessible
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Lots more are openly accessible but not freely licensed. The publisher may have even disabled downloads. This is still pretty good, though. You can read it, you can cite it...



Link rot
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...unless the site isn't as stable as you thought.Someone actually published their conference proceedings on Dropbox. I saw it. It’s gone now. But then the same can be said for a lot of conference proceedings websites. Conferences are often run by a different team every year. If the organisation hasn't actively planned to maintain its content, past websites and proceedings just disappear.



Restricted access
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In another category, lots of proceedings require membership or payment to access papers. Society conferences (eg IEEE, ACM, etc) are especially prone to this.



Dead trees
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Some can be purchased in print, for various prices. When I first found this conference it looked like this. Even more astounding than the price - when I found it again researching for this presentation1. a new open access version was also available (complete with Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial license). That doesn't happen very often.



[This slide left intentionally blank]
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And then there are the conferences where there are no proceedings. There never was a proceedings. There never will be a proceedings. Presumably papers were presented at the conference, and they may have been full of ground-breaking, vital contributions to the field.But if you weren't in that room at that time you'll never know.



So what?

“research is not complete until it has 
been made available to others”

Lucas, R., & Willinsky, J. (2009). Open access to e-research. In 
e-Research: Transformations in Scholarly Practice. Routledge. 
Retrieved from http://pkp.sfu.ca/files/e-Research.pdf
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When you look into the literature around scholarly communication and conference proceedings, there’s this old view of conference papers as an “interim report” on the way to the ‘real’ science, journal articles. If that’s the case then it doesn’t matter if conference papers aren’t preserved: if the research is any good, it’ll end up in a journal; if it isn’t, then no-one will want to see it anyway.But more recent research is showing that this view isn’t true. Conference papers might be presented for feedback to improve a future version for a journal. But they might also be the final product of the research in and of themselves and they might be covering topics that wouldn’t be considered in journals, but are still of huge value to the community. For example, presenting details of methods, rather than specific results; or presenting on a topic too broad to be covered in a journal; or conversely presenting an idea that can be communicated in just a few sentences so doesn’t warrant a full paper.If the papers or presentations aren’t preserved, that knowledge is lost to the world.

http://pkp.sfu.ca/files/e-Research.pdf


And besides…
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Then there’s another thing. Tertiary education providers rely on government funding. Government funding is partially calculated based on research outputs. Some of those research outputs are conference papers (about 8.3% in the last PBRF round) – but if there’s no evidence that the conference papers ever existed, it’s hard (or even impossible) for our audit processes to verify the output for inclusion in reporting and we may miss out on funding.So between my ideals of open access to knowledge, and the pragmatics of the dollar figure, I wanted to know – just how much of a problem is this in practice? Just how much knowledge presented at conferences *is* lost? This is a many-headed hydra of a question, so I narrowed it down to: How many conferences have proceedings available, whether free online, behind a paywall, or at least in print?



Sourcing and cleaning data
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I needed to start with a list of conferences. A big list, to stand a chance of being representative. Since I was already thinking about the PBRF context anyway it made sense to start with PBRF data. This is typically kept confidential, but the Tertiary Education Commission can provide access for research purposes. So I emailed them, explained what I wanted to do, agreed to the confidentiality requirements, and received a list of all the conference-related outputs used as Nominated Research Outputs (NROs) for the 2006 – 2011 PBRF period.



PBRF data
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They looked something like this. Not this exactly because it’s confidential so I’ve changed all the titles, authors, dates, and so forth, but you can see the kind of thing we’re looking at.There were 2448 rows of this – so that’s conference abstracts, posters, presentations, full papers, and papers in published proceedings by New Zealand academics between 2006 and 2011 where they felt that output was worthy of being included among their best work for the period. We’ve got the PBRF type, the title, the authors, the year of the output and a free-text “Source” field which could be in any format imaginable and several formats unimaginable. There’s also an optional LocationDetails column that sometimes had a url, or publisher location, or an ISBN, or the email address for someone who has a copy of the proceedings in their desk drawer, or whatever.And what I wanted to do was to somehow extract just the names of all these conferences and then find out if they had a proceedings available.



OpenRefine
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So I needed to clean the data with OpenRefine. OpenRefine is open source software (previously known as Google Refine) that can be used to programmatically clean and transform data, using rules based on regular expressions.So for example, the first thing I wanted to do was deduplicate the research outputs since multiple researchers might have put the same paper in their separate portfolios. The problem is, they also might have used different capitalisation or punctuation. OpenRefine let me create a new title column that removed all the punctuation and put everything into lower case, so I could easily switch back to Excel to deduplicate. That took me down to 2375 separate research outputs.



Conference NROs by type

...

Type # NROs
Abstract 200
Full conference paper 675
Oral presentation 329
Other 12
Paper in published proceedings 1057
Poster presentation 102
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Of those, mostly the outputs were “papers in published proceedings” and “full conference papers”.



Conference NROs by year
Year # NROs
2006 200
2007 221
2008 302
2009 379
2010 564
2011 709
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And outputs tended to be more recent – either researchers were presenting at more conferences, or I suspect they were more likely to count recent presentations as among their top work.



Identifying conferences
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I kept on using OpenRefine and ran a whole pile of rules on the original messy data to extract useful data into separate columns. Things like “If there’s a capital-I, n, space then probably what follows up to the next bit of punctuation will be the conference or proceedings name”. Or that might even start “Proceedings of”. If there’s a word, then a comma, then another word, then that might be a city and a country.It was a lot more complicated than that but you get the idea. I could tell institutions had made an effort at consistent citation – but there was no standard between institutions. And my rules weren’t perfect either – leaving a lot of manual cleanup to do. But eventually I turned something like this…



Identifying conferences
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…into something like this…



Results of data cleaning

(n=1958 conferences)
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And finally something like this.Of course there were more complications. For example, the same conference might be called, say:LIANZA 2017LIANZA 2017: OpenLIANZA Conference 2017not to mention things like,103rd Biennial Conference of the Library and Information Association of New Zealand AotearoaI standardised conference names as much as possible during this data-cleaning period, but I was still identifying duplicates throughout the research and right up to publication of the final dataset.But for the moment, I had a dataset containing the name, year, and location for 1,958 individual conferences. Because I’d removed the names of individual researchers and papers at this point, the TEC granted permission to publish this list of conferences to enable the next stage of the research.



Crowdsourcing proceedings
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So for each conference, I wanted to verify the conference details and attempt to locate any proceedings. I wanted to categorise these as: free online proceedings; non-free online proceedings (eg behind a paywall, or requiring society membership); or physical proceedings (eg print, CD, etc). I also wanted a url for any conference website. The idea of searching the web individually for the proceedings of 1,958 conferences was daunting. So I  decided to crowdsource the effort, enlisting friends, colleagues, and interested strangers in the process.



Google Docs
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I posted the list on a publically editable Google Docs sheet, with columns for data that I still needed, and posted instructions for helping on my blog. I shared requests for help via Twitter and library mailing lists, as well as my family’s annual Christmas newsletter to selected second cousins once removed.There were two big advantages with Google Docs:Firstly and vitally, it allowed people from all over the world to edit via the web all at once, without any login required.Secondly, it had version control so in the unlikely event of vandalism I had backups of previous versions. Luckily I only needed to use this once, when someone sorted the visible columns not realising that this put them out of sync with some hidden columns I was going to need later for matching back to my original data.



Crowdsourcing
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Actually I also used the version history to get these screenshots of the progress of the work, starting from when I uploaded the initial data with a few examples.Very early on, following a suggestion on a blog comment I clarified the license on the spreadsheet itself (previously it was only on the instructions), and I also added a line to show progressThis gave a quick overview of the numbers creeping upAnd up. From time to time I resorted the columns as I discovered conferences with multiple versions of their names.  ... 5.  .... 6. Until it was finished. In total, more than 19 people filled in data for 189 conferences.My experience with this instance of crowdsourcing was mixed. Of course it saved me a significant amount of time and potentially RSI-inducing work. I did even get some strangers helping, which proved the value of friends boosting the signal by retweeting my call for help. But there weren’t enough people involved that I could simply sit back and watch. Indeed I still searched for 90% of the conferences myself, and in addition had to spend time writing instructions, advertising for help, and answering questions. However, although it didn’t save me as much time as I’d hoped, it was certainly a great morale booster.



Better crowdsourcing
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A crowdsourcing project might be more successful if it was in front of the eyes of more people. But more importantly crowdsourcing is more likely to be successful if the activities are “easy and fun” and “interesting”, like these examples from Trove and GalaxyZoo. While this research obviously interested me, it had limited appeal to a wider audience, and the complexity of searching for and identifying conference proceedings and filling out the spreadsheet did anecdotally put off even those interested in helping.If I was designing this project again, I might try to create a friendly interface showing one conference at a time, rather than Google Docs. But the complexity of the task of searching for conference proceedings might still be a barrier.



Results
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So, once I got the results for my 1958 conferences, what were they?Well, for one thing, with the corrected data I could do even more deduplication, and it turned out there were only 1849 unique conferences.



Conference locations
Location # conferences

New Zealand 429
USA 297

Australia 286
UK 130

Other Europe 359
Other Asia/Pacific 235

Other Americas 95
Africa 16

Online 2
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About 23% were from New Zealand, 16% and 15% from the USA and Australia respectively, and 7% from the UK. Two conferences were completely online - which was pretty cool. These proportions held about the same over each year between 2006-2011.



Proceedings available

Free 
online

(432)

Non-free 
online

(404)

Physical
(568)

No proceedings

837

316 4

7

105

187

269
124
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Here’s the master chart:23% were free online22% non-free31% physical – most often with some online version too, whether free or notBut 45% had no proceedings at all that we could find. (They may have had a proceedings that we couldn’t find, but that gets into “if a tree falls in a forest and no-one’s there to hear it” territory.)



Availability by type of NRO
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I merged the conference data back against the original list of NROs. It’s not very surprising that there’s a strong correlation between an NRO being classified as a “Paper in a published proceedings” and a proceedings actually being findable in some form for that conference. It’s actually a bit disconcerting that there were still more than 20% of “Papers in published proceedings” which the research couldn’t locate a proceeding. I don’t know whether this is due to link-rot, or researchers including proceedings that I didn’t (in particular, I didn’t include proceedings that were only handed out to conference participants rather than being generally available), or something else.



Availability by year
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The percentage of conferences that had free online proceedings available (blue) stayed fairly constant over the six years. Interestingly the percentage of conferences that had either non-free online proceedings or print proceedings available was higher for earlier years, and conversely the percentage of conferences that had no proceedings available went up over time. Possibly this is due to proceedings taking a while to put together and publish, so conferences from later years just hadn’t quite got around to it yet – except I was doing this research at the end of 2016 which should have given plenty of time.So another possible explanation is simply selection bias. Remember from before, the NROs came from only 200 conferences in 2006, but 709 in 2011. I speculated that researchers were more likely to count their recent work among their top work. It makes sense that they’d be more likely to include older work if there was something that made it stand out – like being included in a prestigious proceedings.



Availability compared to Type
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To check this, I looked at the percentage of different NRO types by year. Abstracts, oral presentations, poster presentations, full conference papers all stayed fairly constant or rose slightly over the six years. But the percentage of “paper in published proceedings” was significantly higher in the earlier years and fell in later years at about the same rate that availability of non-free online and print proceedings did.I’d probably have to do some more analyses to confirm this, but it does look to me like the apparent change in availability of non-free online proceedings, and print proceedings, is actually explained by a change in what types of NROs researchers reported for the earlier years of the PBRF round – essentially a selection bias.Given this, it’s actually even more interesting that the percentage of conferences with a free online proceedings available stayed fairly constant at about 22 – 24.5%



Availability by country
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With countries, the obvious selection bias is that New Zealand researchers are more likely to attend New Zealand or Australian conferences.So it’s not that Australasian conferences are less likely to publish proceedings, it’s more that a New Zealand researcher is more likely to attend an Australasian conference that doesn’t publish proceedings than a conference somewhere else in the world that doesn’t publish proceedings. Similarly, if New Zealand researchers do attend a US conference, it’s more likely to be run by a big society which has the resources to manage an online digital database and storefront.So again it’s interesting to see that the percentage of conferences with free online proceedings is almost 30% in New Zealand and Australia, while it’s around 20% for the US and the rest of the world. Does that mean that smaller or local conferences are more likely to publish proceedings free online? Or maybe that New Zealand and Australia are ahead of the world in open access?I don’t know. I didn’t gather data about the size of the conference or the resources of the organisers. That would have to be another research project. Other future research could include checking the links again a few years down the track to see how much else is lost through link-rot; or repeating the exercise with the 2012-17 PBRF round to see if anything’s changed in that period. Or people might have other ideas of what could be done with the data – I’ve posted it on figshare for anyone to make use of.



Conclusion
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So what have I learnt?



Summary of methods

OpenRefine is really useful

Crowdsourcing can be great, 

but takes time and thought to set up well.
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If you’re doing anything with messy data, OpenRefine is incredibly helpful for cleaning it up.If you’ve got a project that needs a lot of human hours, you should definitely consider crowdsourcingJust make sure it’s interesting, and the tasks are fun and easy – doing this is work in itself so you need to weigh up time spent vs time saved.



Summary of results

23.4% of these conferences had free online proceedings

45.3% of these conferences had no findable proceedings

Researchers are selective about their PBRF portfolios!
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Almost a quarter of conferences have openly accessible proceedings, and this isn’t changing in any direction very fast.Almost half of conferences have no proceedings readily discoverable. Even where researchers were citing a paper in a published proceedings, in 21.7% of cases the proceedings couldn’t actually be tracked down by an online search.It looks like when showing off their best work researchers are more likely to include recent work, and when they include old work it’s more likely to be of the more prestigious variety.



Summary of results

Regional conferences more likely to publish free online

Society conferences more likely to publish print / paywall
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*Possibly* small conferences are more likely to publish free online and society conferences are more likely to publish in print or via paywall. At least this would explain my data and it seems to make sense.



What if….

so everyone could find any conference paper in one place?

everyone could find
any conference paper

in one place?
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But in any case we need to do something to increase the amount of conference material that’s made available, and kept available, for other researchers and practitioners. So this is my dream and my provocation: what if….



Kia ora koutou!
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Thanks very much for listening. Ngā mihi nui ki a koutou.
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